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Abstract:
The methods of pumping liquids have evolved to become more efficient, environmentally
friendly and provide more value for money, ever since the creation of the first liquid lifting
device. The constant need for development is a known fact and affects almost all branches in
human related activities, which also affects the pumping industry. This is the reason why many
companies have made major decisions to produce less expensive products that still contain all
the same functions.
In this thesis, a cost reduction study is performed on a specific Grundfos wastewater pump.
This thesis is written as part of Grundfos’ program, Design to Value (DTV). Grundfos’
objective with the DTV activities is to make large amount of monetary savings by the end of
2016. This has to be accomplished without jeopardizing the functionalities, efficiencies or by
the cost of sustainability on any Grundfos product.
The theory section includes the functions, designs and the specifications of the parts of the
pump. The pump functionality is presented as well as the reason for the existing design. Both
chapters of the theory section is presented through a literature study. These two areas are
combined and through them, the DTV cost savings are generated.
The conclusion of the performed study includes several cost reduction models, that when fully
implemented, can reduce the price of the specific wastewater pump by 6.9 %. Ten of all cost
reduction models are fast fixes, which can be implemented within a three-month period. Cost
reduction on cast iron parts on the specific wastewater pump is difficult as the batch sizes are
small and modifications on existing models are expensive. No outstanding cost reduction
models occurred, which most likely is the result of decades of iterations and refining the design
of the wastewater pump.
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ympäristöystävällisempiä ja tuottamaan enemmän vastinetta rahalle. Kehitys on jatkunut siitä
asti kun ensimmäiset nesteensiirtomenetelmät otettiin käyttöön. Tämä kehitys vaikuttaa
jokaiseen teollisuusalaan ja on myös tunnettu tosiasia pumpputeollisuudessa. Monet pumppuja
valmistavat yritykset ovat käynnistäneet kustannustenalentamisprojekteja, joiden avulla heidän
tuotteitaan voisi valmistaa edullisemmin, mutta kuitenkaan niiden ominaisuuksia muuttamatta.
Tässä diplomityössä suoritetaan kustannustenalentamisanalyysi eräälle Grundfosin
valmistamalle jätevesipumpulle. Tämä diplomityö on kirjoitettu osana Grundfosin Design to
Value (DTV) ohjelmaa, jonka tarkoituksena on saavuttaa merkittävää säästöä vuoden 2016
loppuun mennessä. Tämä on suoritettava ilman, että minkään Grundfosin valmistaman tuotteen
tehokkuutta, ominaisuuksia tai ympäristöystävällisyyttä huononnetaan.
Teoriaosio sisältää edellä mainitun jätevesipumpun ominaisuuksien ja osien käyttötarkoitusten
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materiaalikustannuksen ja toisaalta valamisprosessin eri vaiheiden muokkaamisen
aiheuttamien korkeiden kustannuksien takia. Mitään todella merkittäviä kustannuksia alentavia
malleja ei projektin aikana löytynyt, mikä todennäköisesti johtuu siitä, että jätevesipumppuja
on suunniteltu ja niiden toimintaa on kehitetty jo monen vuosikymmenen ajan.
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Sammandrag:
Nya metoder för flyttning av vätskor har stadigt utvecklats att bli naturvänligare, effektivare
och mera kostnadseffektiva, enda sedan den första metoden att flytta vätskor var uppfunnen.
Det konstanta behovet för utveckling är ett känt faktum och är även känt inom pumpindustrin.
På grund av utvecklingsbehovet har många företag gjort stora beslut för att producera
förmånligare produkter med samma egenskaper.
I detta diplomarbete är en kostandsreduktionsundersökning utförd på en specifik Grundfos
avloppsvattenpump. Detta diplomarbete är skrivet som en del av Grundfos, Design to Value
(DTV) program. Grundfos syfte med DTV aktiviteterna är en stor ekonomisk inbesparing till
slutet av år 2016. Detta måste bli utfört utan att riskera produkternas funktioner, effektivitet
eller på bekostnad av hållbar utveckling.
Teoriavsnittet beskriver avloppsvattenpumpens funktioner, design och olika pumpdelarnas
specifikationer. Teori bakom hur en avloppsvattenpump fungerar, och orsaken till
pumpdelarnas design, är presenterat i detta kapitel. Båda kapitlen i teoriavsnittet är
presenterade via en litteraturanalys. Teorikapitlen genererar dispositionen för DTV
aktiviteterna.
Diplomarbetets resultat innehåller olika kostandsreduktionsmodeller som sammanlagt kan
reducera denna specifika avloppsvattenspumps tillverkningskostnad med 6.9%. Tio av
modellerna är möjliga att åtgärda inom tre månader. Reduktion av pumpens gjutjärnsdelars
kostnader är utmanande eftersom denna typs avloppsvattenpump har låga satsstorlekar och
kostnader för modifikationer på existerande gjutjärnsmodeller är dyra. Inga enastående
kostandsredaktionsidéer uppträdde, vilket sannolikt är resultatet av decenniers planering och
utveckling.
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1. Introduction
Around eight hundred million years ago, after billions of years of evolution, the first
characteristics of early multicellular organisms had evolved. These early multicellular
organisms formed into the cornerstone of early types of hearts that in the early stages
functioned without blood, valves or blood vessels. The early types of hearts had a
contracting layer, that after further evolution, rapidly developed into an enclosed, onedirectional, circulating primitive heart. (Bishopric, 2005, p. 13)
The early type of a primitive heart perfectly describes the principle of one of the most
commonly used pump types in the modern pumping industry (Grundfos, 2015a). The
previous short description of the primitive heart shows how ancient, crucial and necessary
the world of liquid transportation is.
The earliest man made inventions of transporting liquids reach back to the ancient Egypt
(~2000 BC), where habitants used a long pole with a bucket hanging on a rope at the end
of the pole. This invention is called a shadoof, and is still in use around the world. This
invention was the first of its kind to transport water, and enabled irrigation in areas where
a river or lake was not nearby. Around a thousand years later, the first automated liquid
lifting device was invented. It functioned by making a wheel with many buckets on the
circumference rotate in the flow of a river. Full buckets were lifted to the upper level of
the wheel, and emptied to the upper channel, while empty buckets rotated down back to
the river. (Irrigation Association, 2015; Dickenson, 1988, p. 5; Anderson, 1994, p. 1;
Girdhar & Moniz, 2004, pp. 1-2)
The methods of pumping liquids have evolved to become more efficient, environmentally
friendly and provide more value for money ever since the making of the first automated
liquid lifting device. The constant need for development is a known issue and effects
almost all branches in human related activities, also affecting the pumping industry. This
is the reason why many companies have made major decisions to produce less expensive
products that still contain all the same functions.
This thesis is written for Grundfos Environment Finland (GEF), within the Design and
Engineering Europe (D&E). This thesis is written as part of Grundfos’ program, Design
1

to Value (DTV). Grundfos’ objective with the DTV activities is to make a large amount
of monetary saving by the end of 2016. This has to be accomplished without jeopardizing
the functionalities, efficiencies or by the cost of sustainability on any Grundfos product.

1.1. Scope and limitations
The scope for this thesis is to examine the possibilities to produce less expensive pumps.
As there are vast amounts of different pumps, this thesis focus is on Grundfos’ S-range
wastewater pumps, and therefore not taking any other Grundfos made pumps into
account. However, parts used in S-range, might be used in other pumps as well. This
possibility is kept in mind throughout the thesis, but will not function as a main goal. The
S-range consists of many different sizes, which is why this thesis will be limited to the
frame size 70. The reason why the frame size 70 is chosen is due to its future continuity.
Many parts in the S-range are very similar throughout the range, and cost reduction ideas
on frame size 70 will in most cases be able to perform on other sizes as well.
This thesis considers all different parts that are in the Bill of Material (BOM) for the
standard S-range frame size 70. Many parts are manufactured with different materials,
and with different manufacturing methods, as parts are significantly different from each
other. This thesis evaluates the usage of different materials and manufacturing methods.
This thesis is done for the School of Engineering. Cost reduction study on supply chain
management and strategic purchasing is therefore left to minimal.
The cost reduction target for this S-range pump is to generate a total ideation pool that
generates a cost reduction of 15 %. This amount is provided by the management and is a
guideline for most of the pumps that has gone through a cost reduction analysis.

1.2. Tools and implementation
The evaluation of manufacturing methods and material selection, are based on textbooks
and other studies related to the subject. Methods to calculate and evaluate cost reductions
is provided by Grundfos Design to Value DTV team, as Grundfos has already been
working with DTV related activities for some time. Grundfos DTV team provides the
principles of DTV, as the method in most cases is tailor made for different companies.
This will ensure that the methods are performed as they initially were intended.
2

1.3. Structure
This thesis is divided into four main sections. The first section includes the background
information, where the functions, components and features of the pump are explained.
The second section explains the different manufacturing methods along with theory
behind the manufacturing methods. The second section also includes all the different
areas of implementation possibilities. The third chapter combines the two first chapters,
creating concrete possibilities of cost reduction of different parts. Evaluation and study of
feasibility on cost reduction ideation is also done within this chapter. The last chapter
includes the results of the different cost reduction ideas. Based on the results, business
cases will be put forth and internal Grundfos teams will be created around every business
case. These teams will be the ones to make the actual changes for the pump.

3

2. Background
Following section describes the history of Grundfos and the story how S-range became
part of Grundfos product portfolio.

2.1. Grundfos
Grundfos is a Danish company, founded in 1944 in the small Danish town Bjerringbro,
by Poul Due Jensen. Bjerringbro is located in the mid of Jutland and has a population of
around 7500 (Danmarks Statistik, 2015), of which over half work for the Grundfos factory
located in Bjerringbro. The first pump created in 1946 by Poul Due Jensen was a “shallow
groundwater piston pump designed to pump water from wells up to 7 meters deep”
(Grundfos, 2015g). A few years later, the small and local company began to export their
pumps to Norway, which increased the production significantly. The production of the
centrifugal pumps began in early 50’s, which eventually made the piston pumps obsolete.
Centrifugal pumps are still the most used pump types. Grundfos may be most famous
from their circulator pumps that can be found in almost every household. The first
circulator pump was launched in 1959, and was so robust and well designed that some
pumps of this type is still in use. The design of the Grundfos circulators was special and
therefore no standard mass production machinery could produce them. This led to the
need for Grundfos to invest and develop own mass production systems, which took place
in the late 60’s. Eventually the circulators mass production system was a state of the art
that led to significant timesaving and cost reductions. Grundfos is still using own designed
mass production systems to manufacture circulators. Climate change and environmental
awareness began to grow globally, in the beginning of the 80’s. Grundfos started at that
time to investigate of solar driven pumps, and succeeded to produce them in 1982. This
invention won the United Nation Procurement Division (UNPD) competition the same
year, and led to an ideology of environmentally friendly production. Grundfos received
the international environmental certification ISO 14001 in 1996. During the 80’s and the
90’s Grundfos was able to generate revolutionary methods to produce more efficient,
affordable and high-quality pumps. (Grundfos, 2015g)
Grundfos uses a slogan of “Be-Think-Innovate” as presented in Figure 1. The first part is
understood as taking responsibility (“Be responsible”) of the all Grundfos products, both
4

for quality and environmental impacts. Sustainability is a key factor for production of
pumps for Grundfos. This is why all of Grundfos production sites have the international
environmental certification ISO14001. All of Grundfos products are also recyclable and
can be returned to Grundfos for reuse. Second part is to think ahead and react properly to
the future changes. This is to ensure the profitability of the company and thus ensuring its
continuity. Innovate is to encourage introducing constantly new technologies and
implementing them with new types of products. A continuous upgrading of products is
essential in order to stay competitive amongst the competitors. (Hydrotech Company,
2008)

Figure 1. Grundfos slogan Be-Think-Innovate

Grundfos produces more than 16 million pumps annually and had a turnover of 3.168
billion euros in 2014. As mentioned previously, Grundfos’ best-selling product is the
circulator, which cover approximately 50 percent of the world’s market share. Grundfos
have over 80 companies in over 55 countries that in total employs over 18.000 employees.
(Grundfos, 2015a)
In Finland, the production of large wastewater pumps started in 1946 by a company
named Sarlin pumps. The letter S in S-range derives from the first letter in the company
name Sarlin. S-range is a range of wastewater pumps ranging with sizes from 5.5 kW to
520 kW, and weights from 100 kg up to 7500 kg (Grundfos, 2015e). This range of power
is divided to different frame sizes (50, 54, 58, 62, 66, 70, 72, 74 and 78). These pump
outlets range from DN80 to DN800. Grundfos bought Sarlin pumps in 2000, and
5

production was moved from Finland to China (Grundfos Production China, GPC),
Hungary (Grundfos Manufacture Hungary, GMH) and the United States of America
(Yeoman Chicago Corporation, YCC), some years after the purchase. The second largest
Grundfos factory after the one located in Denmark is located in Hungary, and GPC is the
third largest. GEF is still responsible for maintaining and providing support to any
technical problems for the current production of S-range pumps, and all the S-range
pumps in use. (Grundfos, 2000)

6

3. Design to value and S-range pumps
The following section describes the background of DTV and is presented along with
theory of DTV implementation. The S-range pumps is presented after the DTV section.
The S-range section includes presentation of the different parts, theory of pump functions
and approvals along with the different materials used within the S-range.

3.1. Design to value
Design to value (DTV) is an approach created by McKinsey & Company, with the goal
to improve margins and increase growth simultaneously for companies. McKinsey &
Company is a management-consulting firm working globally for companies creating long
lasting improvements, improved performance, while keeping their basic values intact.
(McKinsey & Company, 2015)
Main reason for DTV to emerge is due to consumer’s cost-awareness, and the current
economic decline (Gudlavalleti, et al., 2013). This has resulted in customers shifting to
products with lower cost. This creates a constant need for companies to decrease their
prices, while still striving to achieve growth, without compromising any of their products
quality or features. By using the DTV approach, these achievements could be possible.
(Henrich, et al., 2012)
DTV has been widely used around the world by many companies, but the DTV approach
has especially made significant changes on many levels in consumer packaged goods
(CPG). DTV provides methods to understand what the customers are willing to pay for,
and what they actually need. The outcome of implementing the approach will lead to
modified production methods, material usage, packaging, supply chains and logistics.
DTV does not necessarily lead to decreased costs of products but instead to higher sales
volumes and better reflections of customer preferences, all depending of the goals of the
companies. The DTV approach can be difficult to implement, depending on the
complexity of the business case, and it usually takes many years to show its full potential.
(Fritzen, et al., 2013, pp. 42-43)
A strong target is required to establish in the start-up phase of the DTV approach (in
Grundfos’ case, a major monetary saving). This is to ensure a clear goal of the main
7

purpose why the DTV approach is conducted, and thereby ensuring higher success
possibility of the DTV activity. The top management of the company makes this strong
target. A concrete action plan, where the timeline for the analysis is given, is also needed
in the start-up phase. It is highly recommended to have a governance body to lead the
company’s DTV activities. This is to ensure the cross-functionality of the activities, and
to create and select the initial ideas in the early stage of the DTV process. It is very
important to have people with different expertise areas such as R&D, marketing,
procurement, finance, manufacturing and sourcing, to ensure the cross-functionality.
(Fritzen, et al., 2013, p. 43)
When going through the DTV approach, it is important to use standardized tools and
processes to evaluate the situation. This is to ensure that all cross-functional team
members have the same understanding of the DTV approach. It is recommendable to
perform teardowns on either products or categories, where the product is analysed and its
features are evaluated against competitor products. This is to evaluate if all features are
necessary. It is highly recommended to have employees with different backgrounds and
field of expertise attending the teardowns. This is to ensure the involvement of different
areas of expertise, which is required in order to be able to generate ideas from different
point of views. These different ideas of improvement, cost reduction and design changes
will be noted and evaluated later on. The previously mentioned ideas will create the
different DTV business cases which eventually will complete the target that the top level
management has required. During the teardowns, cost structures will become clearer, and
teardown attendees well get a more concrete idea of the current situation. (Fritzen, et al.,
2013, pp. 44-45)
After the teardowns, business cases are evaluated and quick wins are targeted as priorities.
Quick wins are those business cases that can easily be achieved, thus making a fast
improvement or cost reduction. Other business cases are put on hold and will be
prioritised after the quick wins are achieved. (Fritzen, et al., 2013, pp. 46-47)
DTV activities began in Grundfos in early 2014, when group management initiated this
new method. The reason to do so was because market demands had changed and Grundfos
was not growing in the same rate as competitors. It was no longer enough to deliver high
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quality products, but they needed to be less expensive as well, in order to increase
turnover, market share and solidity.

3.1.1. Design to value in Grundfos
The DTV activities that has been tailor made for Grundfos is in principle as mentioned
above. The different steps are divided into implementation levels from one to six (IL1 –
IL6). The different IL goes systematically through the whole DTV activity for one
generated idea, from beginning to implementation. Following example explains how the
idea of removing one bolt goes through the different IL levels.
IL1.

In the first IL, the idea of removing one bolt is generated. The generated

idea is also created in a special DTV value program, in order to keep track of all
ideas and their specifications. The objective for the first IL is to create as much
cost reduction ideas as possible, and make a quick overview of the possibility of
the idea.
IL2.

Estimations of cost reduction and implementation costs are done within the

second IL. This is where calculations of how much the reduction of the bolt would
cost versus the amount of work to modify the relevant documents for the bolt.
With this information is the annual savings and the payback times calculated.
After these estimations the clustering and prioritisation of cost reduction ideas are
done. The idea is assigned from the idea originator to the responsible person who
will perform the modifications.
IL3.

Details for the cost reduction idea is developed further within the third

phase, in order to see if the idea is plausible. This could be for example if the bolt
can be removed in terms of design, safety and functionality. During the third phase
the idea is also presented to the business management, that will commit with
resources and budget.
IL4.

The idea of removing one bolt is approved during the fourth IL both by

business management and the engineering team, and can therefore go to the next
IL where the idea is implemented. Recourses are investigated, and decided from
manufacturing, research and development, purchasing, and product line
managers.

9

IL5.

IL 5 is the implementation phase where, in our example, the bolt is removed

from the drawings and other relevant documents. During this phase all different
activities are performed. Additionally, the business case is updated as new, more
accurate estimations of savings is performed.
IL6.

When all the engineering activities are done the idea can be moved to IL6.

The responsibility of the idea is moved to the finance department that will ensure
the quality of the savings and make a basic review of calculations and
assumptions. This is the last IL and after this level, the cost reduction idea is
approved and implemented.
As the objective with the DTV activities is a large amount of monetary saving, the
measurement between the different cost reduction ideas is how much savings the idea
generates versus the cost to modify. In some cases the DTV activities is also comparing
quality, performance, availability, equivalency and technical aspects. However, these
aspects are not measured, as the DTV for Grundfos products is done without
compromising any of the previously mentioned aspects.

3.2. S-Range Introduction
The centrifugal pump is the most widely used pump for transporting any kind of liquids
(Gülich, 2014, p. 43; Dickenson, 1988, p. 7).There are estimations that the amount of
centrifugal pumps in use ranges between 2-5 billion pieces (Japikse, et al., 1997, p. 1.11).
The development of centrifugal pumps reach back over half a decade, making its
construction robust, effective and inexpensive to produce (Girdhar & Moniz, 2004, p. 11).
There are many types of centrifugal pumps making it applicable for almost every
application (Japikse, et al., 1997, pp. 1.7-1.15; Dickenson, 1988, pp. 5-25).
Almost all of Grundfos pumps are centrifugal pumps. The main function for centrifugal
pumps is to pump liquids, but they can also be used for pumping gases and sludge.
(Grundfos, 2015d, pp. 25-27; Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 50)
The S-range pumps are modern electrical, submersible, centrifugal pumps. The S-range
is a compact unit with a watertight electrical motor with many different frame sizes. The
reason for making many frame sizes is to cover all the needs and demands, while keeping
the efficiency rate high. The different frame sizes are very similar in their functionality.
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As Figure 2 illustrates, they also look very much alike. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p.
16)

Figure 2. Outline of the different frame sizes of the S-range. (Grundfos, 2015f)

The design of the S-range motor is a bit special as it has to work in a closed environment,
and therefore any cooling fans are not possible. The waterproof motor used in S-range is
an induction, or asynchronous squirrel-cage typed motor, where current is applied to the
stator, making the rotor to rotate. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 16-17, 27)
According to (Pyrhönen, et al., 2013, p. 331), the squirrel-cage type motor is the most
important electrical motor used within the industry. This is due to the large range of output
powers, low electrical losses and low amount of maintenance. The name squirrel cage
derives from the look of the cylindrical rotor. The rotor consists of conductive bars that
are placed evenly around the cylinder, thus creating a cage. Conductive laminations are
placed around the conductive bars, creating the compact form of the rotor. (Pyrhönen, et
al., 2013, pp. 49-51, 331-333) Figure 3 shows the structural layers of a squirrel cage rotor
and a finished product.
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Figure 3. Structure of a squirrel cage rotor and a finished product. (United States of America Department of
Energy, 1992)

The rotor is shrink fitted to the shaft to secure a sufficient grip. The impeller, which is the
driving force of a pump, is attached to the end of the shaft. The impeller causes a pressure
difference that creates a volume flow, when it rotates, which is relative to the size and
speed of the impeller. Liquid is flowing through the inlet to the impeller and out via the
outlet. Because the impeller has a form like a curved path, the water flow causes a static
pressure to increase, thus creating the volume flow. Figure 4 shows the basic outline of a
centrifugal pump impeller, volute casing and shaft. Figure 4 also illustrates how the
volume flow goes through the volute via the impeller. (Grundfos, 2015d, pp. 14-16)
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Figure 4. Basic outline of a centrifugal pump. (Ohio University, 2015)

The working environment is within a pumping station, regardless of the submersible
pumps size and power. The efficiency of the submersible pump within the pumping
station depends on the construction and design of the pumping station, which depends on
the hydrodynamic design and the installation method of the pumps. A bad construction
might lead to malfunction and to low efficiency. In most cases, the outline of modern
pumping stations are to create a flow for unscreened sewage water. The outline of the
wastewater pumping station differs greatly from the design of a clean water pumping
station. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 59)
The installation of S-range pumps is either horizontal or vertical, depending on the
application. The terms horizontal or vertical are referring to the placement of the motor
of the pump when installed. Figure 5 illustrates the horizontal installation, while Figure 6
shows the vertical installation of an S-range pump. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 1617)
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Figure 5. Horizontal installation of an S-range pump. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 17)

The S-range can also be either dry or wet installed. Wet installed refers to the submerging
of the pump into the pumping station. Wet installations include guide rails and a guide
shoe attached to the pump, in order to fit the pump to the outlet. Dry installation is a more
fixed installation method, as the pump is installed with bolts to the inlet and outlet. The
advantage of installing vertically and dry is to get rid of extra bands and turns, as the
pump itself functions as a 90-degree bend. Figure 6 shows a wet and a dry installation of
a submersible pump. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 16, 26-27, 38-39)
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Figure 6. Wet installation on the left and dry installation on the right of an S-range pump. (Grundfos
Wastewater, 2015, pp. 38-39)

To be able to cover the customers’ demands and needs, it is important to make a design
that can easily be modified for the customers’ need. This is created by making a unified
dimensionless model, and by creating calculations around this model. This dimensionless
model helps to lessen the amounts of calculations and therefore create a big range of
pumps with only few changes. These changes alters the output of the pump and can be
generated by methods explained in the following list. (Anderson, 1994, pp. 79-80)


Alter the speed of same sized pump. Liquid flow and lifting height can be
modified by altering the rotors revolutions per minute. Power is the liquid flow,
or lifting height, divided by efficiency and is therefore changed when modifying
the lifting height or flow.



Changes on the impeller diameter. The changes on the impeller creates similar
variations as changing the speed of the pump.



Geometric changes on pump size while keeping the speed constant.
Modification of geometric sizes alters the flow and lifting height by the diameter2.
Power affects the diameter2 and therefore also the efficiency changes.
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3.3. S-range parts and materials
The BOM for the S-range is divided into three main categories. First category includes
the motor parts. The motor parts are all the parts that is not in contact with the flow of the
pumping liquid. Second category includes the hydraulic parts, which are all the parts that
are in contact with the flow of the pumping liquid. Parts not including in these two
categories are placed in the third group, which includes for example accessories and
packaging. Following subchapters explains the components used in S-range.

3.3.1. Motor parts
The following list explains the main components of the S-range motor parts, and is
illustrated in the section view of the S-range frame 70 in Figure 7: (Grundfos, 2015e)

Figure 7. A section drawing of the S - range, frame 70 Grundfos motor. (Grundfos, 2015e)



Cable arrangements: The cable arrangements include all the parts that provide
the pump electricity. This includes both the control cable and the power cable. It
is necessary to have more power cables than one in bigger frame sizes, as the
currents get quite high. The diameter of the copper have to be increased, the higher
currents are used. Copper cables may overheat if using too thin cables and too
high current, due to resistance within the cables. Most control cables are within
the same diameter, but the size and type of the power cables depends on the motor
pole variant and the power of the motor.
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o Cable inlet: The waterproof mechanism for the cable inlets are included
in the cable arrangements. This includes cable glands, cable clamps and
seals. Cable inlets play a vital role, as they prevent water from entering the
motor along the cables. A watertight solution is created by compressing
the cable glands around the rubber seals, which compresses around the
cables. The cable clamps protect the rubbers from loosening or moving
when installed. Capillary action might lead to water travelling inside the
copper wires down to the motor, creating a motor breakdown. Using
protecting shrinkable sleeves can prevent this phenomenon. This is a
crucial step before transportation. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 29)


Stator: The stator includes only two parts, the stator and the stator frame. The
stator is assembled together with the stator frame by heat shrinking. The heat
shrink fit is a strong bond that keeps the stator safely placed during the pumps
whole lifecycle. The stator is being bought from a third party that is specialized in
electrical motors. The stator frame functions also as the outer shell for the pump.
(Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 31)



Rotor assembly: The rotor assembly includes the shaft, the rotor and the bearings.
The rotor is mounted to the shaft with heat shrinking. Same manufacturer as the
stator manufactures the rotor and the shaft. This is to ensure the functionality of
the stator and rotor, as they have to function as a pair.
o Bearings: The rotor assembly includes the bearings for the shaft and the
grease for the bearings. In submersible pumps, the bearings carry the
combined forces created by the pump and the motor. There are four forces
acting on the bearings: hydrodynamic radial force, hydrodynamic axial
force, magnetic radial force and the weight of the rotating parts. Forces are
acting either radially or axially. The hydrodynamic forces generates the
biggest forces. The hydrodynamic radial force is the resultant of the
pressure created by the impeller and relative to the surrounding around the
impeller. The hydrodynamic axial force is the resultant generated from the
impeller when changing axial suction to radial discharge. Ball bearings are
used in most of the cases, because of their ability to carry both axial and
radial forces. However, in bigger pumps a combination of ball bearings
and rolling bearings are used. This is because of the large forces created
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by the large masses. Heat expansion is taken into account, and therefore
allowing upper bearing movements in axial direction. Lower bearing is
locked in axial direction. Bearings used in S-range have a lifetime, by
pump standard ISO 5199, of at least 17500 hours. Grease is applied for
lifetime lubrication, when installed at the factory. (Grundfos Wastewater,
2015, p. 31)


Basic motor: To the basic motor includes many cast iron parts, all having their
own function. Different protection devices, both shaft seals and the motor oil
includes also to the basic motor.
o Cast iron parts: Upper and lower bearing brackets are to protect and
securely place the bearings. The oil housing contains the motor oil, which
lubricates the shaft seals. Through the motor cover goes the inlets and
cables. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 29)
o Protection devices: The basic motor includes also sensors and protective
circuits. These sensors and protective circuits provides protection against
many damages caused by: overheating, water intrusion, seal failure,
bearing failure and degrading of winding insulation. Not all of these
protection devices are set as standard to all pumps, but instead as extra
equipment. Larger pumps needs in general more protection devices, as
they are more valuable. Protection devices are divided into two groups,
internal and external devices. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 32)
Thermal switches, moisture switches, water in oil sensor and thermal
sensors are all used internally. Thermal switches are used to monitor stator
temperature, and to protect the motor from overheating. These thermal
switches are resettable, making it possible to restart the pump after
cooling. The moisture switch prevents motor damage if there is a water
intrusion. The moisture switch disconnects the current from entering the
motor when tripped. The moisture switch is non-returnable and must be
replaced if the switch has tripped. Water intrusion can be monitored by
using a water in oil sensor inside the oil housing. The result of a water
breach can be determined by monitoring the purity of the oil. The water in
oil sensors are in general not standard parts, but available as extra
equipment. Thermal sensors are available as extra equipment to monitor
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the condition of for example the bearings, and are placed on the surface of
the bearing. External switches includes short-circuit protection, overload
protection and resistance measuring devices. (Grundfos Wastewater,
2015, pp. 32-33)
o Shaft seals: The main function of shaft seals is to provide safety against
leakage through the shaft to the motor. The shaft seals are one of the most
important parts of the pump, as result of a failure would be catastrophic.
In general, all submersible pump manufacturers use double mechanical
seals to prevent leakage. This is a result of decades of engineering and
refining the design. In Figure 8 is both the primary and secondary
mechanical seals illustrated. The lower seal on the picture is the primary
seal, and it is placed directly above the impeller. The lower part of the
primary seal is in contact with wastewater. The upper side of the seal is
inside the oil housing and is in contact with oil. The function of the primary
seal is to prevent water from intruding to the oil housing. Secondary seal
makes a waterproof seal between the oil housing and the stator and
functions as a backup for the primary seal. The shaft seals has two
extremely smooth wear rings that are in contact with each other. One of
the wear ring is stationary while the other rotates at the same pace as the
shaft. The extreme smoothness of around 0,0005 mm makes it impossible
for water to penetrate between these two wear rings, thus creating a
waterproof bond. O-rings prevents water intrusion through stationary
parts. Wear ring material needs to be extremely wear and corrosion
resistant. This is the reason why most manufacturers use silicon carbide
(SiC) or pure carbon as material. SiC has a hardness of 2000 on the Vickers
scale, and can be used in all wastewater applications. Lifetime expectancy
of mechanical seals are very difficult to estimate theoretically and even in
laboratory tests. However, mechanical seals have been proven to stay
functional up to 15 years. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 29-31)
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Figure 8. Mechanical primary and secondary shaft seals. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 30)

o Motor oil: As mentioned above, the motor oil is placed inside the oil
housing. The motor oil has many important functions, including these
following properties:


Lubricant for the mechanical seals (Very important for the
secondary seal, as it might otherwise overheat)



Cooling for the mechanical seals



Function as emulsifier to indicate possible water leakage



Helps monitoring the seal condition as by observing the oil
condition, and the amount of particles in oil.

Oil chambers are never supposed to be overfilled, as the water in oil sensor
monitors the percentage of the water in oil. If there is no place for water to
absorb, the water in oil sensor will give false identifications. The oil might
also expand due to thermal expansion, which could lead to unwanted
overpressure inside the oil chamber. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 31)

3.3.2. Hydraulic parts
The hydraulic parts of the pump are the parts that causes the volume flow of the pumping
liquid. These are considered to be the volute housing, the impeller and the cooling jacket
(cooling jacket is used only for dry mounted pumps). In Figure 9 is illustrated as section
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drawings the pump hydraulic parts. There are several kinds of different hydraulics for
same kinds of motors. This is to be able to create precisely the pump that the customer
needs. By changing the volute housing and the impeller there are many ways to construct
the desired features of the pump. By changing these two parts the lifting height, volume
flow and the pressure can be modified. (Grundfos, 2015d, pp. 13-16)

Figure 9. Section drawing of hydraulic parts of S - Range frame 70, Grundfos pump. (Grundfos, 2015e)

The electrical motor drives the impeller and is the cause to increase the pressure and
volume flow. This is due to the energy transfer from kinetic energy to dynamic pressure
(Gülich, 2014, p. 43). The look and design of the impeller depends on the application and
the requirements for pressure and volume flow. (Grundfos, 2015d, pp. 15-16)
Impellers can produce a radial, semi-axial or axial flow. In S-range, the impellers are in
almost all cases producing a radial flow. The inlet and outlet size has a great impact on
the performance of the radial impellers. This is due to the different channel forms that the
volute housing needs to have. Impellers are built with an amount of impeller blades (or
channels). The amount of blades are chosen by the desired performance, noise constraints
and the amounts of solid particles in the pumping fluid. More than four blades are used
for pumping liquids with little or no particles. In wastewater applications, the normal
amount of blades is 1-3. The small amount of blades are used to prevent any possible
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clogging of systems, thus assuring a safe passing through the pump. Figure 10 shows three
pictures, but two types of impellers. The figure on the left is a one bladed impeller
intended for unscreened wastewater. This impeller is designed to be used for pumps under
12 kW. Impellers below 12 kW features specially designed auxiliary vanes that prevents
clogging, which is illustrated in the middle of Figure 10. The figure on the right is
illustrating a two bladed impeller with a minimum free passage of 100 mm to ensure safe
passage of unscreened solids. (Grundfos, 2015d, p. 16)

Figure 10. Impeller designs. One bladed impeller to the left with the auxiliary vanes to prevent clogging. In the
middle, is the flow for the impeller on the left illustrated, and the cleansing created by the auxiliary vanes. To
the right is illustrated a two bladed impeller. (Grundfos, 2015c; Grundfos, 2015b)

Vortex impellers are different from the previously mentioned impellers. Vortex impellers
are called open impellers. Meaning that there is a free passage between the impeller and
the beginning of the channel of the volute housing. Vortex impellers creates the flow
outside of the impeller, thus making it perfect for ensuring that long fibres, rags etc. flows
safely through without jamming or clogging. Compared to the 1-3 blade impellers, the
vortex impellers have a low efficiency. In Figure 11 is illustrated the form of the impeller
and the flow of the pumping liquid through the pump. (Grundfos, 2015d, p. 16)
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Figure 11. The volume flow in a pump attached with the vortex impeller, and the design of a vortex impeller.
(Grundfos, 2015c)

Volute housings plays an important role for the performance of the hydraulics. Volute
housings collects the liquid from the impeller and moves it forward towards the outlet
flange. The impeller transfers the dynamic pressure to the volute housing, which converts
it to static pressure inside the volute housing. Usually volume flow decreases as the crosssectional area reduces within the volute housing. The volute housing is constructed to fit
around the impeller, but also to fit the desired dimension of the inlet and outlet.
Additionally both the impeller and the volute housing needs to function as a pair, in order
to create the desired flow and pressure. (Grundfos, 2015d, pp. 21-22)
Clearance between the impeller and the volute housing is relevant for the pump
performance, as too great of a gap lowers the pump efficiency. This gap increases with
time, as the impeller wears. Wear rings are used between the impeller and the volute
housing to increase the time before readjusting the clearance. These wear ring needs to be
re-machined or replaced when clearance is out of tolerance. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015,
p. 25)
Instead of using wear rings, the volute can be attached to an adjustable system, which
allows clearance to be adjusted without opening the entire pump. This makes maintenance
easier, faster and less expensive. Grundfos has patented this type of clearance adjustment
design. Lifetime of this adjustable system is same as the impellers lifetime. Pumps fitted
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with wear rings needs more maintenance than pumps with this patented adjustable
clearance design. Figure 12 illustrates the Grundfos patented adjustment system for
clearance between the impeller and the volute housing. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp.
24-26)

Figure 12. Adjustment system for clearance between impeller and volute housing. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015,
p. 26)

3.3.3. Accessories, packaging and miscellaneous
Accessories might be needed, depending on the installation method. This is due to the
varying installation parts that depends on the installation method, which is why these
installation parts are not included in the standard BOM. Accessories includes guide shoes,
base plates, guide rails, stands, lifting chains and float switches. (Grundfos Instructions,
2014a)
When submersible pumps are installed submerged, the pump is only connected to the
outlet pipe. To make this installation as flexible as possible, the pump is not mounted by
bolts to the outlet. Instead, the pump has a self-connecting guide shoe that enables an easy
connection the counterpart. The counterpart is a specially designed baseplate that allows
a firm connection without leakages. This design allows also the pump to be lowered or
lifted, without the tank to be emptied. This installation method is illustrated in Figure 13.
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The pump is kept in place by its own weight and there is a rubber seal between the two
parts, keeping the connection watertight. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 16, 34)

Figure 13. Submersible baseplate. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015)

The purpose of the packaging during transportation is mainly to support and to protect the
pump through the transportation. Wooden crates are used up to frame size 70. Frame sizes
72, 74 and 78 are so large, that they need a steel frame to support them throughout the
transportation. (Grundfos Instructions, 2014a)
Identification of the pumps is through a nameplate that indicates many important features,
such as pump type, production date etc. For explosion proof pumps is a slightly different
nameplate in use. Explosion proof standards requires ex-certification descriptions to be
visible for future reference. Nameplates are printed on a metal plate to protect it from
corrosion and wear. It is difficult or impossible to determine what type of pump is in
question if the nameplate is missing or damaged. (Grundfos Instuctions, 2014b)
Currently installation and operations (I/O) manuals are translated to more than 30
languages and printed as one 800 page book and delivered with every pump. This has
been the case for a long period of time due to legislative reasons. With every pump there
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has to be some form of instructions of safety, installation and maintenance. Paper versions
has been the only way to deliver this information. Modern tools such as USB sticks or
QR-codes might replace the old fashioned book version, if the legislations and directives
allows.

3.3.4. Ex-Approvals and explosion proof motors
Amongst other submersible pumps, the S-range offers so-called explosion proof (Ex)
certified pumps. These Ex certified pumps are meant to be used where the liquid or the
atmosphere around the pump may contain explosive gas. The basic idea with explosive
proof motors is their ability not to cause a potential explosion in case of an internal failure
of the pump. There are two different kinds of alternatives for fulfilling the Ex
requirements. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 27)


Class D is referred when the motor is able to withstand an internal explosion and
prevent it from spreading to the surrounding environment.



Class E is referred when no sparks or high temperatures are allowed to occur
inside the motor.

All Ex certified products are strictly regulated by international government bodies (such
as Euronorm [EN] 50014 and 50018). These international government bodies (also known
as the notified body) approves all S-range Ex-related parts. All Ex-approved parts must
have clearly stated on the 2-dimensional drawing that it is either a schedule drawing or a
related drawing. Schedule drawing means that the notified body has approved the Excertified part in question. Related drawings refers that the part in question is related to an
Ex-approved part. These markings prevents any unwanted modifications on Ex-approved
parts, as the part needs new approval from the notified body, every time the part is
modified. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 27)
Standards such as EN 60079-0:2012 and EN 60079-1:2014 provides the requirements for
the parts that needs Ex approval. The 60079-0 is mentioned for general requirements but
only for standard atmospheric conditions (Dansk Standard Foundation, 2012, p. 10). The
EN 60079-1 is for specifying the construction and test methods of electrical equipment,
and is intended for class D usage (Dansk Standard Foundation, 2014, p. 16). (Grundfos
Wastewater, 2015, p. 27)
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The requirements are very strict and detailed for the class D Ex approvals. This includes
regulations of materials used, joints design, manufacturing tolerances, strength of
structures and fasteners. All new parts goes through extensive tests before approving the
designs. The class E certification is not as strict as the class D, but tests for internal
temperatures are tested. Internal sparking is prevented by having sufficient gaps between
rotating and stationary parts. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 27)
Apart from some minor modifications the Ex pumps are the same as the standard pumps.
This makes the pump more expensive than the standard ones, as some parts are specially
designed and have the Ex-approval. Pumps that have Ex-approval have a longer process
to make any modifications on, as it needs acceptance from the notified body. This makes
it more difficult for any change in the approval of the new design. (Grundfos Wastewater,
2015, p. 27)

3.3.5. Materials used in S-range pumps
In the standard S-range pumps, the most common material used is cast iron. There are
many types of cast iron, but in S-range, the two types used are ductile cast iron (GJS) and
gray cast iron (GJL). GJS and GJL are used because of their unique properties (strength,
hardness and shock resistance) versus their affordable price. GJS and GJL are also used
because of their excellent ability to be casted, as some of the parts used in S-range has
complicated forms. The main difference between GJS and GJL lies in their tensile
strengths where GJL has a lower limit and a lower price. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009,
pp. 110-111, 306)
The above-mentioned facts are the reason why most parts of the S-range pumps are
produced in cast iron. However, cast iron might be too vulnerable in cases where the
pumped liquid contains corrosive elements and in these cases, other materials are used.
The hydraulic components are most vulnerable to corrosion as they are in close contact
with the pumped liquid and can be built from stainless steel or acid proof steel. In some
cases, the entire pump is made of acid proof or stainless steel. These pumps are in general
three to four times more expensive than standard pumps, as the material and tooling costs
increases greatly. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, p. 36; Grundfos, 2015b)
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Cast iron is explained more specifically in the chapter cast iron within the second chapter:
areas and methods of implementation.
Stainless steel is used for the pump shaft, if it is in contact with pumped liquid. For frame
sizes 66 and 70 the shaft is made of steel, because the shaft is protected against the pumped
liquid. Fasteners made from acid proof steel if they are in contact with liquid. Internally
the fasteners are made of hot dip galvanized steel, which is significantly less expensive
than the acid proof versions. (Grundfos, 2015b)
As mentioned in the chapter for the motor parts, the shaft seals contains SiC, which is a
very expensive and exotic material. In rare cases, impellers can be custom made from
brass or even bronze. (Grundfos Wastewater, 2015, pp. 30, 36)
Different kinds of rubbers are used in cable seals, O-rings and cables. These rubbers needs
to withstand oils and other pollutants that might be present in wastewater. The core of the
cables are made of copper. (Grundfos, 2015b)
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4. Areas and methods of implementation of DTV
The purpose with this section is to identify which areas are within the DTV activities, and
to clarify which methods can be implemented to the identified areas. This includes some
amount of theory, in order to understand the background how savings are possible to
obtain.

4.1. Electric motors
The electric motors used in S-range are relatively big, as the S-range pumps are powerful
and able to move great amounts of liquids. The electric motors becomes the most
expensive part of the S-range pumps, as they need to be powerful, durable and efficient
as possible.
The electric motors might have many potential savings, because the electric motor is the
most expensive part and therefore even a small change could generate large savings. The
difficulties for modifications is because the motor parts, stator and rotor, are bought from
a third party supplier. This creates a price negotiation situation between the supplier and
the purchaser. In these cases, same product needs to be sold as less expensive but with
same features, and is usually handled by the supply chain management with cooperation
of the purchasing team.

4.2. Specially for Grundfos produced items
Non-standardized parts are usually an easy place to find potential savings as their prices
are higher than standard parts. Standard parts are produced in very high amounts and
therefore have a smaller price per piece. Non-standardized parts are produced in very
small batch sizes and in some cases have a higher price per piece than a standardized
version. This is the reason why it is essential to try to swap these non-standardized parts
with standardized parts. However, the situation might vary depending on the application.
Non-standardized parts can either be patented solutions of big parts, or small parts that
for example for a historical reason has been chosen to use a non-standardized part instead
a standardized part.
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An easy example of a non-standardized part is a bolt, that has odd sized dimensions, or
odd strength classification compared to its material. It can be easily verified, by checking
standard catalogues, which bolts are standard sized and which are not. Even a small
change in size might have a significant price difference. Price difference might also be
significant even if the part is part of a standard range. This could possibly be a cause of
small production batches.
This can be explained when comparing two bolts provided by a local Finnish supplier,
DIN 931 A4-80 M16x200 versus DIN 931 A4-80 M16x220. The M16x220 is almost four
times more expensive than the 20 mm shorter bolt. (Pameto, 2014)
In most cases, the monetary difference between a standardized bolt and a nonstandardized version is even larger than in the previous example.
Another example of non-standardized part is the cable inlet. However, in this case the
non-standardized part is less expensive, as the inlet is designed with only the necessary
features. The standardized inlets are universal and contains features that may be
unnecessary and therefore have a higher price than using the own design. Figure 14
illustrates the design of an Ex approved cable inlet manufactured by Hawke International.

Figure 14. An Ex approved cable inlet manufactured by Hawke International. (Hawke International, 2016)

In Figure 15 is the Grundfos own cable inlet design illustrated, used in S-range. The
design is significantly less complicated than the commercial design. Note the cable clamp
on the Grundfos design, which is not a feature on the commercial cable clamp. The cable
clamp is an important feature on the S-range, as the cables might be treated roughly when
installed.
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Figure 15. Grundfos design of cable inlet used in S-range.

4.3. Cast iron
As mentioned in previous sections, most of the parts used in S-range are made of cast
iron. Fundamentals and manufacturing processes of cast iron are needed to understand, in
order to be able to generate savings within cast iron, (Elliott, 1988, p. 165).
To be able to generate a successful, efficient and profitable production of products it is
essential to understand the fundamentals and create an effective process of various stages
of casting processes. This includes following processes: creation of pattern, moulding,
treatment of liquid metal, solidification, cooling, removal of casted part, inspection,
machining, repairing and final inspection. (Elliott, 1988, p. 38; Kalpakjian & Schmid,
2009, pp. 18-19)
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Following chapter explains the previously mentioned various stages of the most important
elements of cast iron and its manufacturing processes.

4.3.1. Introduction of casting
Metal casting has been used for over six thousand years, and is still one of the most
important manufacturing processes for producing both large and small parts and batch
sizes. Usually metal casting includes four phases: (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 237)


Creating the negative form of the part that needs to be casted. This negative form
is called a mould. The mould can be created with a pattern, which is an exact copy
of the desired part.



Pouring the molten metal into the mould



Letting the molten metal to solidify



Removal of part from the mould

Some important considerations needs to be followed, for the casting process to be high
quality, economical and efficient. These important considerations are as following:
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 237)


To maintain the flow of the molten metal into the mould



To maintain solidification and cooling of the metal in the mould



How the mould influences the casting

The following chapters explains the theory, and the optimization of these three important
considerations.

4.3.2. Flow of the molten metal and fluidity
The flow of the molten metal is very important to control, as insufficient flow will result
in faulty castings. This is usually by creating the mould, and channels around the mould
for the flow to become adequate. Different methods are used to create the perfect flow for
the casting. Figure 16 illustrates some methods of a basic gravity casting system. The
gravity system refers to usage of gravity to generate the flow within the casting. The
molten metal is poured into the pouring cup that then flows through the sprue, the well
and the runner. The sprue, the well and the runner are also called the gating system, and
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their function is to direct the molten metal the right way into the mould itself. The risers
functions as extra supply for the molten metal. These risers help preventing porosity in
the casting due to shrinkage, during solidification. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 243)

Figure 16. A basic gravity-casting system. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 243)

The gating system has many functions, even though it looks quite simple. The flow within
the gating system must be properly designed in order to create sufficient flow, and to
ensure a proper solidification process for the molten metal (Feng, 2008). Sand casting is
a very basic method of conducting casting, and as the name suggests, the casting is
performed in sand moulds. Sand casting has an interesting gating system, as the gating
system traps contaminants, such as oxides and other impurities. Gating systems are also
to minimize other issues such as turbulence, premature cooling and gas pockets.
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 243; Chastain, 2004, pp. 77-79)
The characteristics of the molten metal is very essential to know as it has a significant
impact on the casting. The capability for the molten metal to fill out the mould is
characterized by the fluidity. The fluidity consists of two basic factors: features of the
mould and characteristics of the molten metal. Following list explains the fluidity of the
molten metal: (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, pp. 245-246)
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Surface tension. Surface tension lowers the fluidity of a molten metal. Oxides that forms
on top of the molten metal reduces fluidity, and for example oxides on top of molten
aluminium, triples the amount of surface tension.
Viscosity. Viscosity has a direct relation to the fluidity. Fluids viscosity is measured by
how they behave in different temperatures. If the fluids sensitivity to temperature
increase, decreases the fluidity and therefore the viscosity.
Impurities. Some impurities are insoluble, which can cause severe adverse effect on
fluidity. A good example of impurities in fluids is oil including sand. Oil including sand
has a significant lower fluidity than pure oil.
Solidification. The solidification of the molten metal can influence the casting. The
longer the metal takes to solidify, the lower the fluidity. Alloys (mixtures of metals)
usually have a long solidification time and therefore lower fluidity. High purity metals
have usually a short solidification time and therefore higher fluidity.
Following list explains the casting parameters that influence fluidity and the fluid flow:
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 246)
Design of the mould. The design of the entire mould, including the gating system, risers,
pouring cups and the form of the casting effects the fluidity.
Surface roughness and material of the mould. The thermal conductivity of the mould
effects the fluidity and the surface roughness, as the molten metal solidifies either faster
or slower. The higher the thermal conductivity the lower fluidity. Heating up the mould
improves fluidity but controversially lowers the strength of the solidified material.
Temperature of the casting above melting point. The fluidity is improved, by keeping
the temperature of an alloy above the solidification temperature during the whole casting
process. Usually the pouring temperature is controlled, instead of the casting temperature,
as the pouring temperature is easier to control.
Speed of pouring. Cooling increases when molten metal is poured slowly into the mould.
The slower the speed of pouring the lower the fluidity.
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Heat transfer. The heat transfer rate of both the molten metal and the entire mould affects
the viscosity of the molten metal.
Castability is usually used as a term to describe how easy the molten metal is to cast.
However, castability includes both the fluidity and the type of casting method used. More
of casting methods in chapter “Casting methods and tools”. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009,
p. 246)

4.3.3. Solidification of metals
Various phenomenon occurs, after the molten metal is poured into the mould. These
phenomenons are greatly influenced by the shape, size, uniformity and the composition
of the casting. Factors involving these phenomenons are as following: (Kalpakjian &
Schmid, 2009, p. 238)


Type of molten metal used



Thermal properties of both molten metal and mould



The ratio between the geometrical volume and surface area of the casting



Mould shape

The different types of metals goes through different stages when cooling from liquid state
to solid state. These different types of metals are usually divided into pure metals and
alloys. Pure metals consists of only one elemental, and have a clearly defined melting
point and therefore solidifies at a constant temperature. Alloys solidifies when the
temperature drops between two different specified temperatures. When pure metals have
reached the solidification temperature, it will stay in that temperature until the whole part
has solidified. This is because the molten metals gives energy when cooling from liquid
state to solid state. The structure of the metal can be modified by changing the cooling
rates. The inner structure of the metal have more time to relocate and reorganize, if it is
allowed to cool slowly. This will create a stronger and more ductile material. On the other
hand, if the metal is cooled fast, it will become hard and brittle, due to inner tensions.
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, pp. 238-241; Chastain, 2004, pp. 8-10)
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4.3.4. Heat transfer
The process of heat transfer during the process of casting is an important aspect, in order
of creating the desired casting. The heat transfer is very complex and depends on many
aspects, such as material types, design of the mould and the casting method.
The heat transfer could be explained for example when casting thin sections. Material
needs to have a high fluidity but not to flow too fast. Too fast flow could generate
premature solidification and turbulence, which would lead to pores inside the casting.
Figure 17 illustrates the typical situation of heat transfer from the liquid metal, through
the mould, into the surrounding air. The temperature rise at mould-air interface, and
metal-mould interface, is due to the boundary levels at the surfaces of the mould. The
curve’s slope and specific temperatures depends on the thermal properties of the mould
and the molten metal. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 247)

Figure 17. The distribution of temperature by the effect of the mould, during solidification phase of liquid metal.
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 247)

4.3.5. Casting methods and tools
First metal casting was made around 5500 years ago, where the mould was made out from
stone. During the past 5500 years the principles of casting has not changed, but some
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methods and tools have been improved. Mostly the methods have been optimized to fit
the requirements of the part to be casted. The casting principles have had two major
turning points in its history. The first one was the automation and mechanization of the
casting process. This led to a significant change towards faster, cheaper and better quality
parts. Second turning point occurred due to increased demand of better tolerance and
higher quality castings. This demand forced foundries to come up with solutions how to
generate these parts with better tolerances. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 258)
There are different ways of creating moulds for the casting. The different methods are to
serve the batch sizes of the casting and therefore making it as economic and fast as
possible to perform the casting. The different major methods are as following:
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, pp. 258-259)
1. Expendable moulds (one time use). Usually made out of sand or similar material.
Typically containing 90 % sand, 7 % clay and 3 % water. Sand is used because it
is cheap, easy to form and can withstand heat excellently. Expendable moulds are
used for small batches, but for almost all shapes and sizes. Tolerances are quite
coarse and requires usually tooling afterwards. The mould is torn apart after the
casting has solidified, which also makes it easier in some cases to remove the
casting from the mould.
The sand mould is usually created from a permanent pattern, which can be made
from metal or wood. This is to be able to produce several moulds from the same
pattern. This process is called, expendable-mould, reusable pattern process.
2. Permanent moulds (multiple times use). These types of moulds are made of
metals and they can withstand high temperatures without losing strength. Used for
high batch sizes as the permanent moulds are expensive. Very accurate tolerances
can be achieved with permanent moulds and does not necessary need tooling
afterwards. The casting geometry needs be relatively simple, as the permanent
moulds needs to be designed in such way that it can be removed from the casting
without breaking the mould. Permanent moulds have better heat conducting
abilities and therefore affecting the microstructure of the casting.
3. Composite moulds. These types of moulds are a combination of two or more
materials. Composite moulds combines the advantages of the materials used. They
are therefore also a combination of permanent and expendable moulds. This gives
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the advantage of creating a mould specially designed for the desired casting
(mould strength, cooling rate control, optimization of casting economics, etc.).

4.3.6. Sand casting
Sand casting is the most widely used casting method. Only in the United States of
America is about 15 million tons of cast iron casted annually with the sand casting
method. The sand casting method is very simple, containing only five basic steps:
(Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 262)
1. Placing the pattern into the sand creating the print
2. Forming the gating system around the print into the sand
3. Removing the pattern and pouring the molten metal into the mould
4. Solidification of the metal
5. Removal of sand mould
There are three basic types of sand casting: green-sand, cold-box and no-bake moulds.
The green-sand method is the most common and most inexpensive method in use. Greensand method uses a mixture of sand, clay and water for the mould. This method allows
the sand to be recycled and used again for other moulds. The green-sand method needs to
be hardened, by heating the surface with torches or by storing it in a well-ventilated dry
area. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 263)
Cold-box method involves mixing binders into the sand, creating a stronger bond for the
mould. This creates a more accurate range of tolerances for the castings, but is also more
expensive. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 263)
No-bake method involves a resin to be mixed into the sand. The resin hardens the sand in
room temperature. Both cold-box and no-bake methods are called cold-setting processes
as they do not need to be heat treated. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 263)
The reusable pattern is a very important tool in sand casting. The pattern can be made
from wood, plastic or metal (Bawa, 2004, p. 2). This selection depends on the complexity
of the casting. The pattern needs also to be strong enough to withstand the continuous
reuse, and therefore material is selected based on how many times the pattern will be used.
Patterns can be designed in many ways to fit the specifications of the casting. Patterns in
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one-piece fits the most simple shapes and low batch sizes. Split patterns are two-piece
patterns that generates shapes that are more complex. Third type of pattern is a matchplate pattern. The match plate patterns are two or more pieced where sides is attached
securely to each other or to a plate. This type of pattern is used for large batches and small
shapes. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 264)
3D printing can also create patterns, which is a result from improvement in computeraided-design (CAD) and the 3D printing technology. This is a very fast and agile method
for creating prototypes and other rapid developments. (Bernard, et al., 2003, p. 327;
Wang, et al., 1999, p. 134; Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 264)
Many parts contains hollow regions, or inner forms, which cannot be created only with a
pattern. Cores are used as inserts to prevent the liquid metal to fill up these regions, thus
creating the hollow sections (Ammen, 1979, p. 80). The cores needs to have the same
features as the mould itself (strength, thermal features etc.), as the casting close to the
core would otherwise solidify in a different pace than the rest of the casting, creating
unwanted side effects. The difficulties with cores is their placement. Cores are supported
with metal anchors to keep them steadily put during the casting. (Kalpakjian & Schmid,
2009, p. 264)
Estimations of casting costs are relatively simple and logic to calculate. The formula for
estimating casting costs is written as (Chougule & Ravi, 2006, p. 678)
𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 + 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 + 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 .

(1)

Material cost variable involves both directly and indirectly used materials for the final
product, where direct costs involves how much material is used to the casting and indirect
costs involves for example moulding sand, cores and patterns. Labour variable is
generated from the labour time and equipment used for creating the casting. The energy
variable used for casting is usually high, as metal casting involves high temperatures for
long periods, which is usually generated by electricity, and therefore energy is included
in the overall estimation. Tooling cost depends on many variables, and is difficult to
estimate, but is related to casting geometry, pattern type used, amount of cores used, size
and complexity. Overhead costs involves administrative costs and economic fluctuations
related costs. (Chougule & Ravi, 2006, pp. 678-682)
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The formula one is essential to keep in mind, when evaluating the cost benefit ratio when
modifying a cast iron part. Especially the tooling variable is crucial, as tooling is
expensive and requires high labour times. Potential savings can be generated, for example
by redesigning a part and removing one core.

4.3.7. Machining of cast iron
It is very common that after the initial casting process, the raw part needs some additional
processing. This is due to the limitations of the casting process, to generate desired
tolerances, surface finish and dimensions. These features are usually created with
machining. There is a wide range of machining processes, all specially designed for
special purposes. It is essential to minimize the amount of machining to the raw casted
part, in order to minimize cost to the product. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 25)
The batch size, i.e. the number of parts to be produced annually, is an important aspect to
consider, when determining the machining method. Usually the general types of batch
sizes are divided into three groups: under 100 pieces are called small batch sizes, from
100 to 5000 pieces are called large batch sizes and batch sizes over 100000 are produced
by mass production. (Kalpakjian & Schmid, 2009, p. 25)
Machining is a process that removes material from the surface of the material. Parts that
requires additional machining needs increased material thickness, in order to be able to
remove material from the part. However, the increased material thickness needs to be
sufficient but not excessive in order to have as efficient and profitable process as possible.
Longer machining times means higher standard unit cost (SUC). This also emphasizes
the importance of keeping the machining surfaces to only a minimum amount and only
for the required places to support the functionality of the part. (Kalpakjian & Schmid,
2009, pp. 25, 556)
The performance of the machined component is derived from the surface roughness and
dimensional accuracy created by the machining. The machining is influenced by the
cutting conditions, tool material, tool geometry, machining process, chip formation, tool
wear, vibration during cutting and especially the material of the work piece. (Šolaja, 1958,
p. 40; Fang, 1994, p. 171)
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High quality products are achieved by selecting the right machining process for the right
material, and by selecting the right machining parameters. Additionally direct monitoring
the cutting process increases the profitability of machining, as faulty machining is
immediately seen. (Ghani, et al., 2002, p. 17)

4.3.8. Methods used for S-range parts
In S-range the batch sizes are usually small. Depending on the part, they are usually
produced under 100, but at most around a thousand parts annually, even though S-range
pumps are sold thousands per year. Due to the wide range of different pumps, most of the
parts are different between the ranges, but can also be different within the same range.
Many parts have very complex forms, such as the impellers and the volute housings.
These parts needs one or more cores in order to produce the inner forms. This is the reason
why most S-range parts are produced by sand casting with a reusable pattern. The patterns
are made of wood because of the easy way of creating them. In many cases parts needs to
be modified to perform differently during the pumps lifetime. Wooden patterns are also
easy to modify, by adding, or removing material from the pattern. Modifications on
patterns are in general very expensive compared to the cost of the material, as cast iron is
a very cheap material.
As mentioned in chapter “materials used in S-range” most of the parts are made of GJL
and GJS. Both GJL and GJS possess good machinability but difficult weldability.
Weldability is usually not a needed feature for the parts used in S-range, so this feature
does not matter. However, GJS have good castability while GJL have excellent
castability. The good or excellent castability is a very important feature of the materials
used as it generates more affordable prices per piece and also generates less scrapping.
Besides from good or excellent castability, the cast irons possess wear resistance, high
hardness and are affordable compared to many other material. (Kalpakjian & Schmid,
2009, pp. 304, 306)
The impellers are in general casted from GJS because of their high yield strength, which
gives an increased wear resistance towards sand, rocks, etc. what can be found in the
liquid to be pumped. Unfortunately, both GJS and GJL have poor resistance against
corrosion, which is why they usually are painted with a corrosion resistant painting.
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4.4. Packaging during transportation
Packaging during transportation have potential savings, as they have not been focused on
during the past decades. From the functional point of view, the transportation packaging
have only a few criteria.


Protecting the pump during transportation



Keeping the pump securely stable so it will not tilt or fall. This is a crucial point
as many of the pumps weights over 1000 kg and can cause serious damage or even
death if the pump falls.



Having a secure lifting point for the forklift and a stable centre of gravity in
accordance with the lifting point.



Not to block visibility of the pump as it is known to prevent mishandle through
freight service.

Currently the wooden cages are made of basic construction wood that needs to be heat
treated before usage. This is to prevent harmful insects from migrating to other unnatural
habitats. This is mandatory to perform if packaging are transported on international level
and is regulated by Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nation (UN)
(Secretariat of the International Plant Protection Convention, 2009).

4.5. Fasteners
Fasteners have a very important function for the whole S-range, as they influence
incredibly the strength and durability of the assembly. Threaded connections are used all
around the S-range as they provide a secure method of clamping two parts together.
Threaded connections provides also a reliable method to disassemble the two parts, which
eases maintenance. Failure of bolts may happen where a faulty design has been used,
which in most cases leads to catastrophic consequences. It is very essential to know the
limitations of fasteners even though bolts are standardized and very widely used.
(Mackerle, 2003, pp. 253-254)
When choosing the right size of fasteners, it is not only essential to know the technical
aspects, but the economical as well. For example, the standard hexagonal bolt (DIN 931)
comes in many sizes but some sizes are more common than the other, which is why there
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might be a significant price difference, even though the size is almost the same. This is
also specified by the standard ISO 4014:2011(E). Same specifications applies for material
and strength classes used. (Finnish Standards Association SFS, 2011)
Most of the bolts used within the S-range are made of acid proof stainless steel, with a
minimum tensile strength of 800 MPa (A4-80). The cheaper version, A2 bolts, are made
of stainless steel. However, the standard version of A2 bolts have only a minimum tensile
strength of 700 MPa (A2-70). Internally used bolts are made of zinc-coated steel, which
are less expensive than both the A2 and the A4 bolts. (Finnish Standards Association SFS,
2009, pp. 7-8)

4.6. Electrical components
Many different electrical components are used within the S-range. These components are
usually quite small and inexpensive, but have all very important functions and
specifications.


Components must withstand heat, as the temperature inside the pump might get
over 100°C and the components still needs to function properly.



Components must withstand some amounts of moisture that can lead to surface
corrosion. Moisture generates through condensation, from the moist in the air
inside the pump. The moisture is a greater issue in bigger pumps where there is
more air inside the pump.



Components must be dimensioned properly to withstand current that is led
through them. In some cases, currents gets very high and the components might
heat up.



The geometrical specifications must apply, as there are very limited space inside
the pump.

4.7. Data booklets
As mentioned in the chapter “accessories, packaging and miscellaneous” the current I/O
manual is around 800 pages long and is provided along with every pump. This is due to
the reason of believes that it is mandatory to provide the manual with every pump, and
that this is controlled by directives and regulations. However, there could be big potential
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savings, if there is another way to deliver the same information differently, and in
accordance with directives and regulations. The European Parliament and Council control
the directives and regulations of what information has to be delivered with the pump.
The different directives regarding the S-range must be read thoroughly, in order to assess
if there is a possibility to modify the existing 800-page I/O booklet.
Directive (Council Directive 2006/42/EC) states that safety instructions must be supplied
in paper form, but installation usage and maintenance can be provided in a different
method. Same directive also states that the instructions can be written in one language,
the official EU language(s) of the Member State where the product is shipped to. The
directive have a strong statement regarding the health and safety: “all health and safety
related instructions must be supplied in paper form” (Council Directive 2006/42/EC).
Directive (Council Directive 2006/95/EC) states also, that the safety instructions needs to
be printed in paper form together with the pumps.
There is also a requirement of keeping the technical data stored for a certain amount of
time. The directives (Council Directive 2014/35/EU; Council Directive 2014/30/EU,
2014; Council Directive 2014/34/EU, 2014) states that the technical documentation of the
products shall be kept for 10 years after the equipment has been released to the market.
The previously mentioned facts about possibilities providing the I/O manual in some other
format applies only for export and import with the European Union (EU). The Council
directives have only legal right for the member states and therefore other laws applies for
outside of EU. If pumps are to be shipped outside of EU the directives and regulations
must be followed accordingly to the country in question.
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5. Results from DTV teardown
This chapter combines the two previously described chapters, with an outcome of
concrete cost reduction ideas. These ideas are presented on the specified parts, with
specific implementation method and if the idea is applicable and reasonable. This is done
by a comparison of physics and engineering, i.e. what is in theory possible and what is in
reality possible. Meanwhile keeping the feasibility in mind, as the actions needs to be
economically reasonable. However, further study is necessary in most cases, as many
factors are not known at this point. It is also important to remember that at this point the
main idea is to generate as much ideas as possible that are possible to perform.
A very simple example of a DTV saving idea is to use fewer screws for fastening. In this
example, presented in Figure 18, the amount of holes for bolts are reduced from eight to
six. This is feasible to do as the savings will be generated by using less bolts and
machining time is shorter. Meanwhile the costs to perform this saving is minimal, as it
would require small modifications on the drawing and readjustment of the machining
device.

Figure 18. Saving proposal from eight bolts to six bolts.

Payback times are calculated based on the estimated savings generated per year, divided
by the cost of the modifications (person-hours for engineering, data management,
technical marketing, supply chain management, logistics, running costs etc.). Payback
times are one of the most interesting values when estimating if the idea should be
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prioritized or not. Short payback times signifies a task that needs to be done as fast as
possible. However, long payback times can be essential to perform if the amount of
savings is great enough to become significant in the end. Fast fixes are the one tasks that
has a good payback time and requires minimal amount of work to perform the savings.
Fast fixes are tasks that needs to be done immediately after the teardowns.

5.1. S-range DTV teardown
The S-range teardown took place in September 2015 in GMH for a period of three days.
Around 20 Grundfos employees where present. The teardown team was selected to be as
diverse as possible, in order to follow the DTV principles. This diversity included the
following categories: engineering, production, purchasing, product development,
packaging and part of the Grundfos DTV team. The BOM for a frame 70 S-range pump
was studied for pumps produced in both China and Hungary, as differences in prices
might occur due to different suppliers.
First day of the teardown was an introduction to the S-range pump; in order for everyone
to have the same understanding of what kind of pump, we are performing the DTV
analysis. During the first day was the main ideation day, when everyone wrote down all
their ideas, and later the same day, all ideas were gathered and same ideas were combined
into one spreadsheet. The IL1 for all parts was gone through during the first day.
All the ideas that were generated the previous day were calculated, in terms of payback
time and overall savings, i.e. IL2. Ideas were prioritized or parked, after the calculations
were performed. Classification was made depending how well the idea would generate
savings. Most of the ideas passed IL2 and moved to IL3 during the second day.
Third day the prioritized ideas were evaluated and some business cases were created. Fast
fixes were identified and handed out to responsible persons.

5.2. Electric motors
Different companies supply to China and Hungary the electrical motor. The prices on the
motors are different, and a quick fix would be to purchase all the motors from the same
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manufacturer, if the technical specifications meet the requirements. Estimated payback
time: 0.5 months and with a price reduction of 50%.
Currently the sub-supplier assembles the stator and rotor. However, a cost reduction could
be performed if it would be assembled in Grundfos factory. The factories have already
the tools to perform this assemble, which would lessen the investments needed. However,
the assembly time of the pump would increase. Estimated payback time: 6 months.
As mentioned in the chapter “materials used in S-range” the shaft is sometimes welded
together which enables the use of two different materials, cheaper material where it is not
needed and more expensive where there is a need of more corrosion proof material. This
welding process takes time and might be more cheap to produce single material shafts.
However, changes required for making this possible exceeds the amount of savings that
the idea would generate, and therefore the payback time becomes incredibly long.
Therefore the idea is rejected.
The shaft end could be modified to become more simple, thus allowing a more simple
shaft seal. However, this could only be created in the smaller frame sizes (50, 54 & 58)
making the change less remarkable. Currently the smaller frame sizes are supposed to be
replaced by the next generation of wastewater pumps. The payback time for this idea
would not reach the time that the new pumps hits the market. Therefore, this idea is
rejected.

5.3. Specially for Grundfos produced items
The following parts are available as standard parts and dimensions. However, for some
reason at some point these parts were decided to be produced by our own measurements
and outside the standard range of products. These parts are especially interesting as they
might be a potential place for savings.

5.3.1. Oil plug
The oil plug is not a standardized product of S-range pumps. The yearly usage is quite
high, as the oil plug is used on every frame size of the S-range pumps, and at least three
oil plugs are used per pump. Therefore, even a small saving per piece will produce a big
annual saving.
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The purpose for the oil plug is to create a water and air proof seal between the outside and
the inside of the pump. Size of the plug must be in accordance to the old design, otherwise
interchangeability between old and new design will suffer. The type of thread is specified
to be 3/8. There must be a slot for the O-ring to fit flat against the counterpart surface.
The part is used both in non-Ex approved pumps, and in Ex-approved pumps. Therefore,
the new part has also to be approved by the notified body.
One good option would be to use the standardized DIN 910 oil plug, as presented in Figure
19. The DIN 910 has same dimensions, same thread and a slot for the O-ring. The DIN
910 is a standardized fastener that does not need separate approvals for the notified body,
which would make it perfect. However, in the Ex-approval is mentioned that the oil plugs
needs to be locked, so they cannot accidentally be opened due to for example vibration.
This is done by adding a small screw next to the hexagon head. Unfortunately, the DIN
910 has a round collar, which does not fit the requirements.

Figure 19. DIN 910, oil plug. (Eurobolt.pl, 2015)

Second alternative would be to use cheaper but also non-standardized oil plugs that
already are available as Ex-approved, but unfortunately these bolts did not have the
specified 3/8 thread.
A third alternative could be to use the non-standardized plugs for all ex-approved pumps,
and the standardized DIN 910 plug for the rest of the pumps. With this alternative solution
would the payback time be 8 months.
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5.3.2. Impeller screw
The impeller screw is used for attaching the impeller to the shaft, as presented in Figure
20. Within S-range there are many different types of impeller screws, but all of them have
the basic principles. The frame sizes 50-62 uses a screw that is similar to DIN 6921,
presented in Figure 21. Frames 66 and 70 have a specially designed hexagon head-cap
screw (DIN 912), with a machined slot in the head for the O-ring. On top of the hexagon
screw is an additional impeller bolt cap, which is also illustrated in Figure 20. Frames 72
to 78 have the same system as the frame 70 and 66 but the impeller is attached with three
hexagon head-cap screw which are covered with the impeller cap, and specially designed
hexagon head-cap screw.

Figure 20. The placement of the impeller screw used in frame 70.
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Figure 21. DIN 6921, hexagon flange screw, used in frame 50-62. (tracepartsonline, 2015)

Replacement of these two non-standardized parts to standardized fasteners provides
savings in terms of cheaper parts, when produced in large batch sizes. Estimated payback
time 4 months and a saving of 8 % per piece.

5.3.3. Retaining screw
The screw that allows the Grundfos patented smart trim is by a retaining screw. There are
a wide range of standardized retaining screws (DIN 913, DIN 914, DIN 915 & DIN 916)
(Pameto, 2014), but the one used on frame size 70 is not a standardized one. The retaining
screw must be made from A4-80 material and size must be sufficient to perform as the
non-standardized screw. Standard screws are able to get in A4-80 material and the sizes
fits also the non-standardized one, which makes this possible to perform. By changing the
retaining screw to a standardized version, gives a quick fix with a payback period of 1
month and a saving of 15 % per piece.

5.4. Shaft seals
Shaft seals are currently in stainless steel, except the wear-rings. The stainless steel parts
could be replaced with composite. Composite would be less expensive, faster to produce,
easier to machine and have the same structural strength as stainless steel. Estimated
payback time: 12 months.
The shaft seals have the Grundfos logo carved with laser on the stainless steel. This is to
ensure the retailers that they have original spare parts. However, it is from a technical
point of view an unnecessary feature and could therefore be removed. Payback time to
remove the logo would be 1 month as there are minimal efforts to make the change. This
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will generate a cost reduction estimation of 2 % per shaft seal. This cost reduction is quite
great as the usage is large, as two shaft seals are used on every S-range pump.

5.5. Cast iron parts
Oil housing can be merged with the oil house cover and therefore saving on one cast iron
part. With this solution is most likely double type mechanical seals needed, which would
increase the assembly time of the pump. Estimations for assembly increase is not
significant and the payback time for this idea is 20 months.
The impeller cap is currently made from stainless steel (illustrated in Figure 20). Possible
prize reduction would be, by changing to the cheaper material, i.e. cast iron. Payback time
would be in this case 18 months.
The impeller has a significant price difference, when comparing the BOM between GMH
and GPC. This is a top priority idea, as the price difference between the two suppliers is
as big as 30%. At this point, it is also essential to investigate if this is a trend within the
S-range. In that case, the cost reduction would be immense. The investigation on cheaper
cast iron suppliers would include all cast iron parts. Estimated payback time: 0.2 months.
The cable entry is currently more complex than the competitor’s design, which could
indicate of unnecessary features. The current design has as additional features the cable
clamping and protection for twisting the cable. The cable clamping is a necessary feature
and if removed, a new design has to be presented. The small amount of material reduction
due to removal of the cable bend protection cannot be motivated as the casting pattern
would need to be changed. The cost from the change versus the material reduction would
lead to an incredibly long payback time and therefore the idea is rejected.
Lifting handle is integrated to the motor top cover on many competitors’ designs, where
Grundfos uses the separately attached lifting handle. It could be a good cost saving
opportunity to integrate the lifting handle instead of using the separate. The new motor
top cover design needs to be strong enough, as the lifting handle has to withstand the
whole pump weight and an additional safety factory. The lifting handles are also used in
Ex-approved pumps and therefore if modified, the motor top covers needs to have reapproval from the notified bodies. Therefore, the required amount of work, pattern
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modifications and approval process will overrun the savings generated from the usage of
less fasteners and one separate lifting handle. Therefore this idea is rejected.
Impellers are currently produced out of GRP cast iron, but as materials have improved
they could be produced out of composites. Composites have excellent resistance against
corrosion and wear, and they are very light compared to cast iron. The material is most
likely more expensive than cast iron, but savings would be generated out from the
production methods and the improved functionality of the pump. However, the material
strengths are not as good as cast iron and therefore cannot be implemented in S-range,
and therefore this idea is rejected.
The usage of GRP as material on the impellers is because the impellers are in harsh
environment, but the GJS with a slight lower material strength grade could be still good
enough. This could be a fast fix for cost reduction within the cast iron category. Estimated
payback time: 51 months.
Material thickness of the cooling jackets seems to be over dimensioned. The cooling
jackets are relatively large to their sizes and by reducing it; the cooling jackets would
become cheaper in terms of material reduction. However, as explained in chapter “flow
of the molten metal” the flow needs to be sufficient to prevent pre-solidification and
therefore the thickness of the cooling jackets needs to be, as the flow of the metal requires.
Therefore, the material thickness cannot be changed and this idea is rejected.
On frames 66 and 70, the shaft is made from steel, as it is not in contact with the pumping
liquid. This is ensured by having an impeller cap and an O-ring to create a waterproof
seal between the shaft and the pumped liquid. This separate impeller cap could be joined
with the impellers themselves in order to use fewer parts. Cost reduction would generate
as less parts used, but impeller patterns must be redesigned and additional machining is
likely. Estimated payback time around 59: months.
A complete controversial method of receiving cost savings within cast iron would be to
re-organize the casting completely. Modern methods of creating complex 3-dimensional
metal parts are rapidly evolving and most likely going to replace the traditional sand
casting, especially for very low batch sizes, like the parts used in S-range. Currently the
investments are extremely high and therefore currently not optional. Benefits from these
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types of casting is re-usable patterns are no longer needed (no transportation, no storage
of patterns), no modification on patterns as the pattern is created straight from a 3D CAD
model, lead times for the part shortens and quality improves. Estimations of savings
would go very high if implemented globally on all Grundfos’s products.

5.6. Packaging during transportation
The wooden packaging can currently be produced less expensive, for example by
removing unnecessary pieces of material and by optimizing the usage of wood.
Optimization would be in terms of using wood as supporting the pump on the right places.
The support beams on the bottom of the wooden cage needs also be modified to support
better the pump, and change the centre of gravity when lifting with a forklift so the pump
will not tilt as easily. Additionally the supply chain can be optimized, which would also
generate cost savings. Estimated payback time: 2 months and a cost reduction of
approximately 25%. Figure 22 illustrates the old design and Figure 23 illustrates the new
design for some S-range pumps.

Figure 22. Old wooden packaging design for some S-range pumps.
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Figure 23. New wooden packaging design for some S-range pumps.

These two figures illustrates clearly the reduced amount of boards on both the sides and
the top of the packaging. The pump is supported with more wood right under it, creating
a better stand for the pump. The lifting point for the forklift is made unambiguously,
creating a safe centre of gravity when handling the wooden packaging during the
transportation.
Transportation stands for frames 72, 74 & 78 could be changed to be produced with a less
expensive material. The current steel type used on these transportation stands is a S355
type, which have a relatively high yield strength and therefore is expensive. The cheaper
type of steel, S235 has lower yield strength but is considerably less expensive.
The problem when comparing these two material types is essential to understand the yield
strength – amount of material ratio. Studies have been carried out where stated that if
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using the S355 instead of S235 (making the structure stronger), increases the product price
by 8 %. However, when producing two products with same structural strength with S235
and S355, needs 35 % more material with the S235 structure. (Pellosniemi & Kalamies,
2006)
The question lies if the transportation stand can withstand the maximal load, with same
amount of S235 as used with S355, in order for this idea to generate any savings. This
was confirmed by calculating the force, generated by the biggest S-range variant used on
this specified transportation stand, thus confirming how the weight is distributed. The
calculated maximum force was much lower than the yield strength, leaving a great safety
factor for the structure. By this calculation it is safe to state that the structure is safe to use
from a technical point of view. Estimated payback time: 3 months and an cost reduction
of 24 %.

5.7. Machined parts
Reduction of machining within the stator housing. This would lessen the manufacture
time of the stator housing and shorten the lead times. However, as savings are very low
and the work consumed for this change leads to a payback time of 600 months. Therefore
this idea is rejected.
The upper bearing bracket contains our holes, which have a purpose to let the cables go
through. These holes are not machined and contains sharp edges, which are protected by
rubber bushings. The rubber bushings could be removed if the holes would be machined
instead. The additional machining will lower the cost savings, but as the part is machined
anyway, is this effect not significant. Estimated payback time 43 months.
The S-range pump has a suction cone attached to its bottom, to create a less turbulent flow
at the entrance of the suction area. The suction cone is attached with 12 bolts, which is
too much considering the size of the suction cone. The bolts used for attaching the cone
are sized 20 mm in diameter. Four of these bolts are enough to ensure a safe and even
connection. By removing these excessive bolts is the total cost reduced not only by the
price of the bolts, but also by the shorter machining time and shorter assembly time. This
reduction of bolts is also affecting the suction cover, where the excessive boltholes are
also unnecessary. Machining time reduces also for the suction cover by removal of bolt
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holes. Figure 24 and Figure 25 illustrates the suction cover before and after the changes.
Figure 26 and Figure 27 illustrates the suction cone before and after the changes.

Figure 24. 2-dimensional drawing of the suction cover before the changes.

Figure 25. 2-dimensional drawing of the suction cover after the changes.
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Figure 26. 2-dimensional drawing of the suction cone before the changes.

Figure 27. 2-dimensional drawing of the suction cone after the changes.

Estimated payback time for both parts: 1 month and a cost reduction of 5 %.
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5.8. Fasteners
Fasteners could be changed from the acid proof version A4 to the stainless steel version
A2. However, according to ex related standards, the strength class 80 is mandatory to use
for ex-approved pumps. A2 standard version fasteners comes in strength class 70. A2-80
fasteners are specially produced, which makes them more expensive. Some pumps are
specially built to be used in corrosive environment and is therefore built with acid proof
materials. In these acid proof pumps, it is mandatory to use the A4 fasteners. This creates
a situation of having at least three different types of screws on stock (A2-70, A2-80 &
A4-80), which requires space and an investment to have all of these three different screws
on stock. Additionally the price difference between the standard A4-80 and the nonstandard A2-80 is relatively small. As a result of these facts, the idea cannot be successful
and cannot cover the cost of introducing two new types of screws in the factories (GMH,
GPC & YCC), and therefore the idea is rejected.

5.9. Electrical components
Cable lengths are currently supplied as a standard length of 10 meters even if the
customers requirements would be shorter. Reason for this is due to internal decisions.
However, cost reduction is imminent by making it possible to supply pumps with shorter
cables. Additionally the cables could be cut locally at the factories, instead of having the
supplier to provide the right lengths of cables. This would enable the possibility of
purchasing long cables on spools, which would be a cheaper solution.

5.10. Data booklets
Data booklets could be changed to electronic versions in EU and outside EU to alternative
versions, if the legislations allows. Payback time estimated to be 38 months.

5.11. Miscellaneous
The oil used for lubricating the shaft seals could be changed to a cheaper version or even
to a different type, such as glycol-based compound. Only criteria is that the shaft seals are
properly lubricated and that the WIO works properly. Payback time would be very short
(~2 months), as there would be no investments and a very short work time to make the
modifications.
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During the teardown was noted that a flange seal was installed between the suction cone
and the suction cover. This flange seal has no function where it is and can be removed
without further notice or investigations. These kind of situations are the best examples of
what a DTV teardown can achieve. The payback time is instantly as there is minimal work
to reduce the amount of parts in the pump.
The lubricant in the oil housing could be changed to something that performs equally well
or sufficient to comply with the requirements for the shaft seals and water-in-oil sensor.
Grundfos have used other substances for lubrications in other pumps with good outcomes.
Payback estimations for this case is 2 months.
Grease used for the bearings could be changed to a cheaper variant that performs
according to specifications. Payback time is estimated to 37 months.
The moisture switch used in the S-range is a unique design and might be too complicated
for its purpose. The current version of moisture switches are also non-reusable which is
not cost efficient. Moisture switch designs could be taken from other existing pumps and
therefore generate savings. This idea can be performed throughout the entire S-range
portfolio, as the moisture switch is used in the entire S-range. Problems with this idea is
the cost of the new design and the implementation time for it. Therefore the new design
might be even more expensive than the old one.
Currently pumps are sold to perform over a whole range of both lifting height and water
flow. The pump power usage may be lowered, by creating pumps for a specific point of
lifting height and water flow. Therefore, the pump could use a smaller engine and
therefore be less expensive to produce. This would also lessen the size and amount of
cables used. This task would generate big savings but it requires also many person-days
to generate new pump variants. Estimated payback time, 2 months.
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6. Conclusions and discussions
A cost reduction study is performed on a specific Grundfos wastewater type, as a part of
Grundfos Design to Value activities. The objective with the DTV activities is a large
amount of monetary saving by the end of 2016. This thesis presents an amount of cost
reduction ideas, which is a result of a literature study and a study of the Grundfos
wastewater pump. Reasons for performing the cost reduction study is that market
demands has changed, and Grundfos is not growing in the same rate as competitors.
Products needs to be produced with same high quality but less expensive, in order to
increase profitability, market share and solidity.
The DTV activities has been a part of Grundfos agenda since early 2014 and many cost
reduction studies has been performed on many different pump types. Because of these
cost reduction studies, a 15 % cost reduction had been set by the management as a target
for this S-range wastewater pump cost reduction study.
Most of the cost reduction models around cast iron are unfortunately rejected, due to the
high investments on modifications on patterns, cores and other casting techniques.
Savings that the cost reduction models within the cast iron would generate is around
material cost, which is in this case very low. Therefore, most of the ideas cannot create
bigger savings versus the modification costs.
In general, finding outstanding saving potentials within the S-range type of pumps is quite
difficult. This is probably due to two different reasons:
1. The S-range has been in production for decades, thus going through many
iterations and rounds of refining the design. Therefore, most of the mistakes and
designs not suitable have been redesigned long time ago.
2. The S-range are produced with low batch sizes. Therefore, savings needs to be
very high per piece, and for example, almost all cast iron related ideas are rejected,
as the investments are greater than the savings.
The cost reduction models, presented in the previous chapter would, based on current
estimations, generate in total a cost reduction of 6.9% of the frame size 70 pump, which
is under half of the target, set by the management. However, the target was based on other
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cost reduction studies that was performed on newer types of pumps, which have more
cost reduction potential as their design is not refined over decades. The 6.9 % cost
reduction is a good result for this teardown, as the design for the S-range is old and has
been refined over decades. A cost reduction of 6.9 % results in significant annual savings
for the S-range.
Ten of these cost reduction models are fast fixes where there is low or no amount of work
to complete the idea. These fast fixes are able to complete within 3 months period.
Further investigations should be done to category teardowns, where focusing on one area
only. This could be done for example to the category cast iron, where there are big
potential savings, as it is the largest area inside Grundfos. The cast iron teardown should
be focused on all cast iron parts created for Grundfos, and not only for some specific
pump type. This kind of teardown needs to be prepared with a bigger picture in mind.
Most likely would take a long period to execute.
Investigation of cost reduction potentials on other frame sizes is needed, as this cost
reduction analysis was only done for the S-range frame 70. The cost reduction models
generated in this session should be evaluated for all other frame sizes and therefore
possibly create more savings. Additional teardowns for all the other frame sizes is
probably not needed, as the S-range construction is very similar and the teardowns are
expensive to facilitate.
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